ACROSS
1 Ridicule mounted print layout (4-2)
4 Bachelors take drug for disease (8)
9 Is inclined to look after son (5)
10 Considered capturing soldier who resisted (9)
11 Prevaricated to have a rest (3-4)
12 Evacuate from island (7)
13 Time to question assignment (4)
14 Chopin pieces repulsed doctor (8)
15 Film sad defeat (5,4)
16 Horse box needs fastening (8)
17 Engineer's call up is therapeutic (8)
19 Barbarian gained height (4)
22 Lycra manufactured with one coloured synthetic fibre (7)
24 Energy breaks items up (7)
25 Died in employment while celebrating (9)
26 Embellish trouble with the navy (5)
27 Susanna accepts stigma that keeps on going (8)
28 Space traveller has a way into port (6)

DOWN
1 Change overwhelms the Italian butcher (8)
2 Study more compact distillery equipment (9)
3 Finished attempt? That's the outcome! (6)
5 Glue one's china broken in domestic chores (13)
6 Saw edict on reformation (7)
7 Wide-ranging section of molecular genetics (5)
8 Strange to be caught by nurse and drenched (6)
10 Detective involved in throttling gives denial (13)
15 Film sad defeat (5,4)
16 Horse box needs fastening (8)
18 Girl touring US city becomes ill (7)
20 Airline has lots of clubs (6)
21 Student twists around in lounge (6)
23 King employs tricks (5)